
Why partner with 
Resonant Energy?

Clear communication and transparency are key to our model
Serving houses of worship, nonprofits, affordable housing
providers, and low income residential clients. 
We are committed to making solar accessible to all regardless of
income or organizational structure

Strong relationships with vetted local installers
Partnerships with nationwide and local solar financiers
Connections with grassroots community organizations
Flexible no-cost and low-cost options

100% employee-owned company
Communities hold the knowledge and vision to improve their
neighborhoods and we believe they should be in control of their
own energy future

Registered B-Corp
Triple-bottom-line prioritizing environmental, social and financial
sustainability
Everyone has the right to clean, affordable energy
We're building wealth and resiliency through solar

60 Clayton St
Dorchester, MA 02122

(617) 506 9248
www.resonant.energy

Expertise

Customer Experience

Customization

Triple-Bottom Line

Employee Owned,
Community-focused

Leading solar provider for nonprofits and multifamily housing in
the Northeast
In-depth project development experience
Extensive knowledge of solar finance
Plugged in with state and federal policies and incentives



2. Financial Analysis

4. Permitting & 
Installation Logistics

1. Feasibility Analysis

3. Custom Proposal  
& Preliminary Design

5. Technical Assistance 
& Excellent Customer

Service

The first phase of the analysis looks at your buildings’ potential to
host solar. We will investigate potential roadblocks including the
material of your roof, nearby shading from trees or buildings,
structural or electrical issues.

We analyze your electricity usage and apply a dozen financing
scenarios, including ownership and no-cost options, to determine
which type of funding will optimize your financial outcome, while
maximizing the available policy incentives. We can also connect
you with mission-aligned financers.

You will receive a detailed proposal, inclusive of a comprehensive
25-year cash flow projection, that will outline the best solar
financing and system size based on our in-depth analysis. We'll
also generate a preliminary design customized for your
organization. Our team will arrange a no-cost consultation to
discuss the proposal and answer any questions you have about
the solar process.

We work directly with our financial, engineering, and installation
partners throughout the entire scope of the project. We provide
turnkey project management, including handling all permitting,
incentive program applications and interconnection with the utility.

We are involved in your project from start to finish and our
knowledgeable team members will be available to answer
questions and troubleshoot any technical issues as they arise.

What will Resonant Energy do
 for you?

60 Clayton St
Dorchester, MA 02122

(617) 506 9248
www.resonant.energy


